2022 Hamilton
Municipal Elections

ABOUT THE HAMILTON
CENTRE FOR CIVIC
INCLUSION (HCCI)
The Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion is a charitable organization
driven by a mission to mobilize all Hamiltonians to create an
inclusive and welcoming city. Founded in 2006, HCCI has
undertaken an extensive number of initiatives that have made a
measurable impact on the vision of building a united community
that respects diversity, practices equity, and speaks out against
discrimination. To achieve this, the organization engages with
partners and supporters and works hard to be both proactive and
responsive as society evolves and new challenges emerge.

HAMILTON CENTRE
FOR CIVIC INCLUSION

GOAL OF
THIS
STUDY
With the municipal election around the corner
(October 24th!), we decided to run a community
based research study to get an understanding of
what Hamilton citizens are most concerned
about and what there stances are with
municipality voting.

THEMES EXAMINED
With the intention of this being a community-based study, we
wanted to hear from hamiltonians about their experiences and
thoughts about their recent municipal government. The following
topics/themes were examined:

Demographic data of participants:
Racial identity
Age
Residential status
Degree of employment
Housing status

Voting history
Municipal concerns most important to participants

DEMOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN

159

responses reported

83.4% Canadian citizens
20.4% Permanent residents
1.27% Indigenous/FNMI*
0.64% Resident (Non-Citizen/NonPermanent)
*= First Nations, Native, Métis or Inuit

AGE BREAKDOWN

18 to 25 yrs

35 to 49 yrs

10.8%

25.3%

50 to 65 yrs
44.3%

12.7%

6.9%

26 to 34 yrs

65 +

On a scale of 1 to 10, how satisfied
are you with your current
municipal government?

2.5

an average rating of
was reported

here's what a few participants
had to say about their ratings...
"Municipal and all levels of government should provide programs to end
homelessness in the city. There should be planned financial support to provide
affordable independent housing for those living on the streets. As the city allows
permits for developers to build high-rise buildings, there should be a co-building
agreement for creating affordable housing at the same time"..
I don’t believe city council has been effective for some time. I’m unhappy about the
Sewergate issue and our inadequate progress on making our city green. City council
doesn’t walk its own talk. It’s very frustrating to see how many councillors pander to
the wishes of their constituents and fail to do what’s best for the city as a whole.
We’ve had too many of the same councilors for too long.,.
Some City services work well (garbage/recycling, libraries, water, parks
and recreation) but transit and infrastructure need work. I am most
disappointed in the secrecy and lack of transparency the previous
Councils have relied upon to save their seats.

SURVEY
RESPONSES

I feel like many voices in Hamilton have been ignored and
the environment (e.g., seniors, disabled community,
racialized folxs, LGBTQ+, low-income, new comers, youth,
and homeless etc)
"I don't feel like the value my concerns or proactively
address the concerns of my constituency"
Would like more diversity on the council.
Would like to see more progressive policies
"so unhappy: RHVP, Cootes, lack
of affordable housing, treatment
of houseless citizens, lack of safe
streets, lack of support for
transit."

22.2%

answered no

77.9%

answered yes

SURVEY
RESPONSES

Did you vote in the last municipal election?

Were you satisfied with the outcome of the last
municipal election?
Nope same broken promises
Largely yes but would like to see more diversity

There was not much choice in leadership. I chose who was at least not the worst?
I’m more excited about the outcome of this municipal election than the last one

I had hoped for the turnover of many wards to more progressive, younger candidates looking to
chase some real change in the city, but alas, was let down.

No, I was not satisfied. The elected officials do not share a common vision for a Hamilton for all.
Rather some seem to only want to keep their comfortable seat in politics, but not do anything to
push or inspire positive change. And worse, they don't care about vulnerable people in our
community. The only good thing coming out of the last election, is that some of the councilors
have finally stepped away from running for council, which leaves room for hope that new
candidates will run, and have a more social justice inspired lens.

How likely will you vote in the upcoming municipal election?

89.1%

4.5%
answered likely

answered very likely

2.6%
answered unlikely

3.8%

answered very unlikely

"We need a change at the municipal government. There are too many homeless individuals
in Hamilton. There are several crisis in Hamilton. I feel that there are not enough discussion
between councilors and individuals in the wards [...] The city Council must represent the
population of those live, work, and pay taxes here. The hospitals are in shambles. New
technologies are developed daily and other cities are taking advantage of them. "
"They all promose and do nothing never can get help even if they answered the
phone or emails which they don't"
"It’s my responsibility to vote"
I can't vote, I am an engaged resident who loves hamilton and
wants it to be a community for all but for some reason people
who are permanent residents cannot vote in municipal
elections. It's the most ridiculous thing. I will however will be

SURVEY
RESPONSES

encouraging friends, colleagues, neighbours etc to vote.
We need community-focused people in office,
people that will be looking out for marginalized folks
and the general population, those that need
affordable housing, health care, transit.
"Don't know enough"
"It is important to vote, even if the
choices are imperfect."

21.9%

answered no

78.1%

answered yes

SURVEY
RESPONSES

Will you be voting for a school Board
Trustee?
"don’t know enough"
"Again, my responsibility (once I know more about the issues and
candidates)"
"I haven’t gotten to the point of looking at school board trustees yet."
"Same answer as above. Education is very important for the Children of all citizens
and good political management is needed."
"No children"
"Trustees have an important role in ensuring our schools are welcoming and safe spaces for
youth."
"Does not apply to me - I don’t pay attention to school trustees"
"I'm developing a greater appreciation for the important role the School Board trustee plays especially in light of the recent acts of racism on the part of some trustees - and their lack of
accountability. It has been very exciting to see how young, racialized, female residents of Hamilton
have been raising issues and mobilizing support for their campaigns for school board trustees.."
again, feel like many issues in schools are not addressed or not addressed properly. Having
attended two schools in my ward mental health, poverty, a lack of immigration resources, bullying
and drugs were major issues that we saw on a daily basis and they were always met with
ignorance/oppressive barriers that perpetrated racism, sanism, and/or a lack of empathy. We need
someone new

SURVEY RESPONSES

What municipal issues are most important to you?

SURVEY RESPONSES

Please elaborate on your priorities and discuss areas for improvement ...
"Need more viable options for unhoused and increasing police is not the answer"

"Health Care is the responsibility of the province but the municipal government must play a
curical part in health care. [...] More discussions with citizens of this city in order that they have
the opportunity to ask questions and express their opinion/ideas on improvement to the city.
Landlords are taking advantage of tenants, in many apartments in Hamilton."

"Houselessness is an absolute priority. Safety for people who are houseless; wrap-around
supports including addiction/safe injection sites. I'm disgusted by the dismantling of
encampments. I see people dispersed and living in the woods/trails around my home - and
several have been found deceased.."

"Transit is very important to help people access jobs and cultural activities. Transit improves
freedom, economic growth and social development. Arts and culture and transit are under
funded and important for quality of life...they are for citizens and visitors alike."

"I believe we need more social supports and access centres that support the needs of our
community members. We need more affordable housing without expanding the urban boundary
and instead investing in the many buildings we aleady have in Hamilton."
"My priorities are climate change first and foremost —recycling and garbage is included in this:
Hamilton does not allow for a lot of recycling of materials that are recyclable. infrastructure,
healthcare access, social services"

THANK
YOU
We appreciate you taking out the time to read
through this report! To keep up to date with all things
related to the Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion,
please follow us on our social media pages!
Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion
@HCCI1
@Hamiltoncivic
www.hcci.ca

This report was created by Jasmine Ali-Gami, a Policy Fellow at
HCCI
with the Urban Alliance on Race Relations.

